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Articles: 
  
“Got a Case? Then You’re Off!” By Lyne Crockett: An opinion piece by Crockett details the 
competitive and adrenaline-filled nature of debate tournaments. She uses comparisons to other sports 
and hobbies to help the audience understand her competitive feelings. The second half takes us through 
her and her partner’s pre-debate routine. 
  
“Spur of the Month” by Dixie Marchant: Meg Rampton, a member of Alpha Chi Omega sorority 
has been named Spur-of-the month for her exemplary participation in Spur activities. 
  
“With Apologies” 
  
“The Cover” 
  
“The Swingin’ Combo Really Digs That Beat”  
  
List of Advertisements: None 
  
List of Cartoons and Art: Picture of Clara Memmott 
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Articles: 
  
“Bad News Cindy Hits Salt Lake Screens” by Linda Hazen: This is a movie review of the film 
“Cinderfella.” Hazen talks about each of the actors in their roles and how they contribute to the story. 
She also provides comparisons to the original “Cinderella” story. 
  
List of Advertisements: Felt-Buchorn; “Adult-Concept Games” like Tactics II, Management, 
Gettysburg, U-Boat, Dispatcher, and Verdict; 
  
List of Cartoons and Art: None 
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Articles: 
  
“Nutcracker Packs for Out of City”: The entire cast and crew of the Nutcracker Suite is packing 
their bags for their first performance in Idaho Falls. The cast features Irine Borowska of Ballet Russe 
and Michael Maule of the New York City Ballet Co. The cost of the performance is around $30,000 
which is higher than any year before. Salt Lake City presents The Nutcracker annually along with New 
York and San Francisco. Many of the performers play more than one role. The company gets new 
costumes and a new Christmas tree every year. 
  
“Lucky Are Students Who Use U Service” by Adrien Foot: The U.C. Health Service hosts 14 
specialists to aid students with medical needs. This includes specialists of internal medicine, a surgeon, 
an ear nose and throat specialist, three orthopedic specialists, an ophthalmologist, two dermatologists, 
and full-time nurses. Most of their business is made up of flu shots and polio shots. They are also the 
only agency in the intermountain area that can administer yellow fever shots for people going abroad. 
They also provide physical exams and psychiatric evaluations. As much as possible, they try to educate 
their visitors. 
  
List of Advertisements: Jockey brand briefs 
  
List of Cartoons and Art: Blackstone Tort 
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Articles: 
  
“Where The Boys Are”: A brief advertisement for a new MGM movie called “Where The Boys Are.” 
This piece gets the audience to imagine the beaches, cars, and hotels full of the “boys” in Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida over spring vacation chasing after “girls.” The movie stars Dolores Hart, George 
Hamilton, Yvette Mimieux, Jim Hutton, Barbara Nichols, Paula Prentiss, Frank Gorshin, and musical 
star Connie Francis. 
  
List of Advertisements: Tampico Dinner House; Served with True Mexican Hospitality 
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Articles: 
  
“Only a White Building But it’s a Contribution”: This article talks about the addition of a new 
building on campus called the Center for Intercultural Studies developed to help people understand 
Middle Eastern culture. They advertise how important it is that staff is frequently available to assist in 
their Arabic studies. The center frequently hosts social hours for students to attend to and learn about 
various Arab cultures.    
 
“Life’s Not Always Study, Engies Have Fun Too” by Fern Redden: This article talks about the 
extracurricular activities available for engineering majors. This includes an Oyster Stew, two 
fraternities, and a student engineering magazine called “Utechnic.” They also take an annual trip. In 
1959, they got to travel to Los Angeles. They also host frequent fundraisers. 
 
List of Advertisements: Bud’s Duds for Men, Oxford Shirts 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: None 
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Articles: 
 
“Senior Finds Campus Evils” by Maria Goss: In this piece Goss is writing a reflection of her time at 
the University of Utah now that she has become a senior. She talks about her time in Greek life and 
their out-of-the-box rituals. She then goes on to list some of the lessons she’s learned from being a 
student as well as a few lessons she’s yet to figure out.  
 
List of Advertisements: Schreyer’s Typewriter Rentals; The Oxford Shop, the Cum Laude collection 
of Oxford shirts 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: None 
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List of Advertisements: A reminder to include the cost of books in the price of tuition 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: None 
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Articles: 
 
“As Holidays Close, Utes Open Books, Late-Comers Pay Fee; Police Issue Citations”: This brief 
articles talks about the students coming back from winter break registering for classes at the student 
union. They also talk about campus police handing out parking violations. The rest of the article 
detailed where to register, late registration fees, and unpaid tuition inquiry.  
 
“Panel, Artist to Liven Quarter” by Meg Rampton: This article talks about some upcoming events 
that winter quarter. The first one was a philosophy forum discussing the paper of Richard G. Henson. 
Notably, the second event is Marcel Marceau coming to Kingsbury Hall for a mime performance. 
Rampton also mentions the kinds of things included in his act. The final event Rampton mentions is a 
couple of films screenings, “Alberta Outdoors” and “India.” 
 
“ID Snapshots Available in Spencer Hall” 
 
“Saturday Night Concert Features Guest Artists”: In this brief piece, they are advertising ticket 
sales for the last six perfromances for the Utah Symphony Orchestra. An all concerto performance is 
included and the University Choral society will also be performing.  
 
“Applications Called For Insurance Plan” 
 
“Fraternity Rush to Open For Students”: Fraternity Rush has begun during the 1961 winter quarter. 
This short section gives all the details on when Rush will begin, who is eligible to rush, and that eleven 
fraternities are participating.  
 
List of Advertisements: None 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: A photo of University students lining up to register for winter quarter 
classes; Photo of pantomimist Marcel Marceau who is to perform at Kingsbury Hall 
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Articles: 
 
“Letters to the Editor” Whose Seats? By Mike Kirkman: Here, Kirkman is expressing a grievance 
over a lack of seats in the student section in the field house. The people in charge of ticketing and the 
athletic department are selling off these seats to anyone who will buy them while students are fighting 
over seats. If people don’t show up the seats remain empty, while students fight to get in. Kirkman is 
asking for change and fears that in the years to come, there will be no such thing as student seats.  
 
“Local News”: This brief piece begins by talking about a fresh start with a new year and a new winter 
quarter at the U. However, the writer transitions into talking about the, then, global crisis in Laos and 
Cuba. They shed light on the fact that people out there are going cold and hungry. Interestingly, they 
call upon an editorial from the Daily Utah Chronicle from 1942 talking about the global crisis going 
on then with WWII. They end by taking inspiration from the editorial by saying college men and 
women are to make “sane preparations” and not panic.  
 
List of Advertisements: Circle a Drive-In, a brand new drive-in movie theater 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: Cartoon called “Little Man on Campus” no artist credited. 
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Articles: 
 
“Fellowship Applications for Poland, Romania Due”: This brief piece is advertising a graduate 
study program in Poland and Romania. It goes on to list the benefits and requirements for both 
programs.  
 
“Debate Team Cops First Place”: The University of Utah debate team was invited to the first annual 
Duke City Invitational Debate Tourney at the University of New Mexico. Seniors Kent Berg and 
Victor Bunderson came home with a first place trophy. The team was then headed out to the University 
of Redlands for a championship debate tournament contest. They went up against several Ivy League 
schools.  
 



 

 

“IK’s Receive Ute Books in Union Exchange Mart”: This piece talks about an upcoming book 
exchange in which student can sell their old textbooks to students who currently need them. They also 
mention incentives for people to participate like discount theater tickets. 
 
“Education Students to Receive Tests”: This is a brief notice that all students wishing to enroll in the 
Teacher Credential Program must take a series of psychological tests before doing so. 
 
“Navy Newslestter” 
 
List of Advertisements: “Calling U,” Hygeia Iceland, Ice Skate for Fun; Advertisement for a tour of 
Europe summer of ‘61; Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, campus visit to answer questions about 
careers in nuclear research. 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: Photo of Kent Berg and Victor Bunderson with their championship debate 
trophy, photo unattributed;  
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Articles: 
 
“Utes Support Underground Mine”: This brief piece talks about the College of Mine’s underground 
mine on campus. The mine was a two level shaft located near the married student’s housing. It is a 
laboratory used to test classroom theory. Around 500 students have worked down there.  
 
News in a Nutshell “U.S. Staff Leaves Cuba: Hecklers Hault U.N. Talks by United Press 
International”: This article talks about the staffers from the U.S. embassy in Cuba leaving after 
thousands of women marched in Havana shouting anti-American chants. Heckler disrupted U.N. 
proceedings for the U.S. plans to invade Cuba. An airplane meant to pick up remaining Americans 
from the embassy came back to Miami came back with Cubans seeking asylum.  
 
“Aliens Must Report” 
 
“Beta Bag Chosen” 
 
List of Advertisements: Utah Symphony tickets on sale; REA E.E. Seniors job inquiry; Course of 
study at the Institute of Religion; University Bookstore, loose leaf notebooks $1.59 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: Photo of Pete Campino and Glenn Orr working in the underground mine; 
Photo of Pat Robinson, the new Beta Bag; 
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Articles: 
“Sportscope” by Marcellus Snow: This article is a recap of the tournament the basketball team 
played in over Christmas break. They lost to Ohio State but gained recognition in the national 
basketball standings. Snow then calls out BYU for blaming their losses their head coach by saying, 
how good could the team be if all his players go on missions when they turn 19? 
 
“Arch Rivals Set Cage Battle”: This is a sports editorial talking about the basketball team’s 
upcoming games. They first mention their rivals, Utah State, and talk about the leading scorer, Billy 
McGill. It ends with a game announcement against New Mexico. 
 
“Chestang Signs For Professional Football” 
 
List of Advertisements: University Bookstore, scholarly paperback from all University Presses; 
Ashtonian, “Home of the Big Schooner”; IK book exchange discount cards, the biggest little deal on 
campus; 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: None 
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Articles: 
 
“Kurzwengen” by Owen L. Saunders: This article announces a ski race to be held at Alta ski resort. 
Many competitors from all over the country will be coming in to participate. They announce a need for 
20 gatekeepers. They then discuss what it meant not to have their star skier, Jim Gaddis, out due to 
injury. It ends with a quip about students coming back from break with epic ski goggle tan lines.  
 
“Solitude Ski Resort Announces Closing” 
 
 
List of Advertisements: Viggo’s toggery, clearance sale; Student Insurance for sale; AC Spark plug 
seeks top talent; 
 



 

 

List of Cartoons and Art: Keith Longson and Tom Spencer skiing at Alta 
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Articles: 
 
“AEC Grants for Utah’s Universities Applied in Research”: The University of Utah received more 
than 3 million dollars in grant money for its radiation research which had been underway since 1950. 
The article then goes on to talk about other university’s research who also received a portion of the 
grant. The University of Utah received the largest chunk at around $3,552,528. The article explains 
that the main research that was done by the University of Utah was the study of toxicity of plutonium, 
radium, mesothorium, radiothorium, and strontium in dogs. The U was also loaned a nuclear 
materials including 690 grams of U-235. Finally, it concludes with studies being done in Nevada test 
sites.  
 
“Moving Forward Symposium Title, State Leaders to Discuss State’s Future” by Elaine Krans: 
This article talks about an upcoming event in which prominent Utah leaders will gather in the union 
ballroom to discuss important matters. Notable participants include: Gov. George D. Clyde, D. James 
Cannonwho will talk about putting Utah’s best foot forward, Ernest Linford who will discuss making 
the most of Utah’s resources, William Smart who will talk about how well informed the public is of 
Utah’s needs, Gus Backman, Mrs. James W. Ure III. The governor will be speaking on progress and 
budget.  
 
“New ID Cards Ready For Students” 
 
“Utonian Picture Date Made For Seniors” 
 
“A Function of Philosophy, Forum Topic”: The Forum topic is Speculation and Analysis: the 
function of philosophy. Richard G. Henson’s paper will also be discussed. There will be three other 
forums scheduled for future dates.  
 
“Wolf, Peck, Gladstone to Play for Concerto Night” by Margie Burgon: Concerto night was held 
at the Salt Lake Tabernacle featuring Harold Wolf and Sally Peck on violin and viola. Gladys 
Gladstone was also be on piano. Tickets for students were available for pickup, the cheapest option 
was to purchase a season ticket. 
 
“Jazz Festival Entrants Due” 
 



 

 

“Utes Vague On NSA Issue, Says Bennion”: Student Body President John Bennion says most people 
are unfamiliar with National Student Association. Utah State’s executive council offered to counsel the 
U’s exec on issues students face.  
 
List of Advertisements: None 
 
Lists of Cartoons and Art: Photographs of Gov. George D. Clyde, William Smart, Ernest Linford, 
Gus Backman, Mrs, James W. Ure, and James Cannon. 
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“Important But”: Writer predicts a decade of science. They refers to the large grant the University 
received from the Atomic Energy Commision for research on radiation etc. Then, they talk about Time 
Magazine’s 15 U.S. scientists. It concludes with the philosophical implications of scientific 
advancement.  
 
“Letters to the Editor”: Shauna Newton is expressing a grievance about general education classes at 
the University. Her professors, “come or else” policy has left it hard to find seating and the syllabus 
doesn’t give clear assignment details like duet dates. Class lectures are disappointing, neither the 
students nor the teachers care to be there, and there is an attendance loophole that is far too easy to use. 
Shauna hopes something will be done. 
 
“It Ain’t So…”: The writers from the Chronicle are addressing a misconception. That is, you have to 
know someone, be a professional journalist, or take certain classes to be on the newspaper, and this 
isn’t the case. They welcome all kinds of people and are always looking to fill positions at the 
beginning of each quarter.  
 
“No New Guns” 
 
List of Advertisements: Union Movie’s Presents, “Tea and Sympathy”; The Terrace, Johnny Preston; 
You’ll Get a Boot Out of Kall. 
 
List of Classified Ads: Help Wanted; Seeking Roommate; Transportation; Personal; For Rent; Lost 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: None 
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Articles: 
 
“Students Pick Building to Blow Down and Build Up”: The Annex is too far away from the main 
campus that it discourages students from taking classes there. Nancy Lou Jones wishes for the annex to 
be built across from Orson Spencer Hall. Bob Pexton also want the Annex to be rebuilt and does not 
want it to be the Pioneer Theater. The Athletic Fieldhouse was also mentioned, so they can expand 
seating. Paul Ward would like more parking spaces so he’s not always late to class looking for a spot. 
Michael Hilton and Pat Minke want the buildings in President’s Circle to be rebuilt.  
 
“Some Fashion Resolutions for ‘61” by Diane Marler: Marler offers the idea to make a New Year’s 
fashion resolution list. She recommends a flattering new suit, a basic colored hat, good pairing jewelry, 
a packet dress, a waist flattering dress, non-white or pale shade of gloves, wear bright colors, a neutral 
suit or two piece, vivid prints for summer, hamonious accessories, one gorgeous pair of shoes, and 
finally maintain good grooming habits.  
 
“Moneylessness Accounts for Datelessness”: Many men find themselves with empty piggy banks 
this new year, but the Phi Delts are hosting a welcome back after the holiday party. Sigma Pi will also 
be hitting the Brighton slopes.  
 
List of Advertisements: Viggo’s Toggery, Year End Sale; Unitarian Church with service times; 
Andy’s Smorgasbord and Prime Rib. 
 
List of Cartoons and Ads: Political Cartoon, scientific commentary. 
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Articles: 
 
“Exchange Group to See Europe”:  Eight groups of 20 American college students will explore a 
European city. They will take a seminar in area studies while living in either, Germany, Austria, 
France, or Spain. They will have several cultural exchange opportunities like social events, lectures 
and museum visits. Frank D. Hirschbach believes this program will teach students more than if they 
were to learn a language in a classroom.  
 



 

 

“IK Textbook Exchange Now Open”: Used textbooks can be put up for sale at the textbook 
exchange between 9 am and 5 pm. Many of the books at the exchange are no longer in use by 
professors and they ask that the owners pick them up. Fox Theater will also be there  handing out 
coupons. 
 
“Testing for Education Student’s Scheduled” 
 
“Medical Insurance” 
 
List of Advertisements: Bennett Ford, “A Bennett Ford car is a better buy!”; Plan your future with a 
leader in space science; Now showing at the Tower Theater, Iawrence Olivier as “The Entertainer”; 
Calling “U” textbook exchange 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: None 
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Articles: 
 
“Bomb Explodes in La Paz; Church Opposed in Cuba”: A bomb exploded near U.S. Ambassador 
Carl Strom’s car last night in La Paz, Bolivia. Cuban militia has seized two Catholic seminaries in 
Havana. Representative Victor Anfuso say Cuban premier plans to let Russia build missiles on their 
land. The senate has accepted a three-fifths vote instead of a two-thirds vote. Actress June Allyson and 
producer Dick Powell have come to domestic relations court unsure if they are headed for legal 
separation or divorce. 
 
“Limited Number of BYU Ducats will be Peddled” 
 
“Hess Calls Thinclads to New Meeting” 
 
“Spots Still Open for Gatekeeping Chores” 
 
List of Advertisements: Utah Symphony; Bell Telephone Companies, “Give a man a tough job and a 
chance to go somewhere...and he’ll break his neck to do it.”; KWIC 1570 daytime radio 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: None 
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Articles:  
 
“Utes Battle Aggies at Logan Saturday”: This article talks about the upcoming basketball match up 
against two powerhouses in the Skyline conference; Utah and Utah State. The U will rely heavily on 
Center and leading scorer Billy McGill. They will be played for the highly coveted spot in the NCAA 
championship. The game is at Utah State which could leave the Utes disadvantaged. The starting 
lineup for the Utes will be Joe Morton, Ed Rowe, Jim Rhead, Rich Ruffell, and Billy McGill.  
 
“Swimmers, Matmen To Stage Crucial Meets”: Along with the basketball game this week are a 
swim meet and a wrestling match. The wrestling team just beat the Oklahoma Sooners and the Swim 
team is the defending Skyline champion. Wrestling will face off against other rocky mountain teams.  
 
List of Advertisements: Old Spice stick deodorant, “By land or sea, you need this social security”; 
House of Pizza 
 
List of Cartoons and Art: None 


